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Every day I keep expecting him 
to. throw the . door open, smile 
and say, "The joke's over." 
John Mealey touring Amsterdam with law school friends during 
summer, 1995. On August 30, the University held a prayer service 
where friends remembered John. (Please see page 5). 
"When friends go their own way, 
it's never goodbye. It is always: 
I' II see you later." 
John Mealey 1971-1996 
USO law student John 
Mealey died August 18 at about 
5 a.m. when he fell from a sun · 
deck atop a three-story building 
, in ·M ission Beach; hitting his 
head on a fence. John's blood · 
alcohol level was .26, three 
times. the legal driving limit, 
according to Lieutenant in 
Charge of Homicide Jim Collins. 
However, the roof and deck 
on top of the building, 2777 
Mission Boulevard, had no rail-
ings, Collins said. In addition, 
the roof has unmarked pipes 
that can be tripped on in the 
dark. Collins has referred the 
matter to building inspectors. 
Roommate Steve Jonker was 
with John that hight, but went 
home at about 1 a.m. John went 
to a friend's apartment. While 
on the roof John fel I asleep. The 
people in the apartment said 
they didn't realize John was still 
on the roof, Collins said. John 
was found in the alley below 
about 8:45 a.m. 
Jonker finds it hard to -talk 
about. "Everyday I keep expect-
ing him to throw the door open, 
smile and say, "The Joke's over." 
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WEST BAR REVIEW 
A SUBSIDIARY OF THE WEST PUBLISHING COMPANY 
615 MERRICK AVENUE 
WESTBURY, N .'< . 11590 
1-BBB-BAR-EXAM 
September, 1996 
West Bar Review has just experienced the most exciting year in the history of the West 
Publishing Company. And you will be the beneficiary. 
First, our bar review enrollments have grown dramatically. In J 996 we tramed thousands of Jaw 
school graduates across the country, and in !997 we expect to run bar review programs m more 
than 40 states! At the same time, our parent company, West Publishffig, did a bit of expandffig itself. 
West Publishing was acquired by the Thomson CorPoration, making us the nation's largest 
provider of legal materials. West Bar Review is now part of a more-than-$7-billion- (that's "billiori' 
with a "b") a-year company, offering everything from bar review courses to ALR, USCA, Westlaw, 
the West Patent Bar Review, and the West Key Number System. 
Our sister companies include some of the best-known names in legal publishingo Lawyers 
Cooperative, McKinney's, Bancroft-Whitney, Banks Baldwin, Clark Boardman Callaghan, 
Foundation Press, Research Institute of America, the Rutter Group, Sum & Substance, and 
West\aw. . \I. . , y 
West Bar Review has the resources to offer you the best possible preparation for the bar exam. 
West has the nation's top faculty, with lecturers such as Harvard Prof. Arthur Miller and 
University of Virginia Dean Robert Scott. Many of our lecturers have prepared bar exam candi-
dates for more than 10, 15, or even 20 years. West has the best written materials, West has the best computer software (designed for the 
MPRE and the multistate component of your exam), and West will not be beat on price, making 
your bar review course affordable. Thousands of Jaw school graduates across the United States have put their trUSt in West Bar 
Review. We intend to return that trUst by doing everything possible to make certain you pass your 
bar exam--the one and only time you take it. And then well be with you throughout your legal 
Dear Law Student, 
career. 
Stanley D. Chess 
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The contents of this newspaper do not 
reflect the views or opinions of The 
· University of San Diego School of Law, The 
University of San Diego, The USO Law 
School News Organization, or The Editors, 
Directqrs or Staff of the Newspaper and are 
solely the products of the authors in their 
individual capacities. Unsigned editorials 
reflect only the view of the Editorial Staff of 
the USO Law School News Organization, a 
Student Organization organized consistent 
with University Policy. 
Motions welcomes all letters, guest 
columns, complaints, and commentaries. 
All submissions must be signed and include 
daytime and evening phone numbers. We 
reserve the right to edit for style and length. 
ADVERTISING INFORMATION 
(619) 260-4600 ext. 4343 
~ Univer~ily of &n Die8o 
from the editor 
You may have noticed that 
Motions is looking more like a maga-
zine. Motions never really was a 
newspaper, only a magazine mas-
querading as a newspaper. The only 
time we print news is when it hap-
pens the day before we print. 
Magazine format allows . us to 
focus on serving our readers. First we 
can improve the look and readability 
of Motions by using more pictures and 
artwork. To this end, I'm sure you'll 
agree that Associate Editor Erika 
Hiramatsu has layed out the best 
looking issue of Motions, ever. 
Magazine format also allows us to 
focus on the needs of law students 
to improve content. We have made a 
MOTIONS 3 
start with this issue. The USD 
Counseling Center has tips on dealing 
with law school stress. Career 
Services has tips on getting and mak-
ing the best of an interview. Chris 
Rusch begins his first column on using 
the internet. Lynne Cooley Baker 
begins a series of book reviews on 
'leadership that have lesson5 for the 
legal field. The Legal Research Center 
pullout has research advice. 
But we still need to do better. 
That is where you come in. We need 
writers, reporters, editors, artists, pho-
tographers, and graphic artists. We 
also need a business/advertising man-
ager. Motions is a team oriented orga-
nization, so if you have something to 
contribute, you can make a difference 
at Motions. 
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Official White House photo 
The President's message 
SEPTEMBER 1996 
· USD law students meet Clinton 
President Bill Clinton, at North Island Air Station, 
thanks 3L John Cohen and five other USD law students 
who drove in the president's motorcade during his visit to 
San Diego June 10 and 11. White House advance staff 
asked 3L Jonathan Asch, a long-time Democratic activist, 
to provide assistance for the president's visit. 
Asch recruited Cohen and 3Ls Jon Corr, Joe Huprich, 
Jennifer Oswalt, and 2L Tom Hipke to be motorcade dri-
vers. After a briefing by the Secret Service, each driver 
was given a vehicle and specific instructions on what their 
role would be in the motorcade. Huprich said the most 
memorable instruction was: "Whatever you do, do not 
approach the president." 
On the first day, the motorcade met Air Force One at 
North Island and took the president and his staff to the 
Hotel Del Coronado. The next day the students drove 
Clinton to two speaking engagements before he joined 
Padres owner John Moore and other San Diegans at 
Coronado Municipal Golf Course. 
At the end of the day, each driver was personally 
thanked by and photographed with the president. 
funds available. 
USD fares well at ABA convention For those interested in ABA liaison- positions which 
can give national exposure 
to specific areas of law, the 
deadline to apply is 
February 1. Again, check 
with Ben Moore for more 
information. 
cooperative than that of 
most SBA presidents of 
other schools. Indeed, I 
was told that some schools' 
deans are downright hostile 






The American Bar 
Association (ABA) held it-; 
national convention in 
Orlando, Florida August 1-7. 
Ben Moore, ABA 
Representative, and I repre-
sented USO in the ABA 
Student Division, where we 
met other SBA Presidents 
and ABA Representatives 
from around the country. 
. The anual convention is 
held to accomplish three 
objectives: to address issues 
of national concern, to 
allow. school leaders to 
share ideas and experiences, 
and to attract new members 
to the ABA. 
I am happy to report that 
USD's student programs are 
far ahead of most law 
schools. At the SBA presi-
dents' meeting, when I 
spoke about our Mentor-
Mentee progr_am, other pres-
idents asked q!Je~tiqns, 
looking to either create a 
program, or improve an 
existing one. Students from 
other schools were amazed 
to hear USO has student 
representatives on faculty 
committees, e.g. admissions, 
curriculum, and budget. 
Liquor on campus was 
another hot topic. Most 
schools have been lucky 
and have not suffered any 
liability damage due to uni-
versity-provided alcohol for 
students. Nonetheless, it 
remains a concern for all. 
USO is similar to most 
schools - many event:; 
without alcohol are not 
well-attended. An option I 
found attractive was 
SBA-provided trans-
portation after major 
events where alcohol 
will be consumed. 
One SBA presi-
dent of a small New 
York school, howev-
er, said alcohol is not 
the problem. Rather, 
they have attendance 
problems at school 
events if food is not 
provided. 
Non-alcoholic 
theme parties with 
ice cream seemed, to 
me, to be an attrac-
tive alternative. One 
school does a Charlie 
Brown Thanksgiving 
Study Break where 
they watch the car-
toon as a study 
break. Others have 
a non-alcoholic for-
mal Barrister's Ball. 
If any of these things 
sound interesting or spark 
better ideas, please let me 
know. 
The ABA also informed 
us there is money available 
' \ I 
for any person or grou'p · 
doing so-called "public 
interest" projects. Each year 
the Outreach Assistance 
Initiative has money avail-
able for such projects. If 
the SBA cannot fund your 
event, check with Ben 
Moore. The ABA may have 
Also, the Student Lawyer 
Monthly publicizes essay 
contests, which are another 
potential source of funds for 
individual students. 
Dean accessibility (or 
lack of it) was a common 
theme. Fortunately, Dean 
Strachan has promised that 
she will meet twice a month 
with students this year just 
to hang out. 
I left the conference feel-
ing good about where we 
are as a law school. All in 
all, USO law school is in 
good shape. 
Finally, we discussed 
Dean relations. My relation-
ship with our administration 
is much more amicable and 
Located at 6110 Friars Road 
Just down the hill at the comer of 
Via Las Cumbres andFriars Road! 
•Great Food 
•Micro Brew Selection 
•Cable TV Spo~ts 
•Pool - · 
•Darts 
•Happy Hour Mon-Fri 4-6pm 
•Monday Night FootballSpecials 













1/2 lb. Burger 
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Friends remember John Mealey 
Photo by Frank Marchetti 
Father Barry Vinyard gives a 
heartfelt speech at Mealey service 
August 30 in Grace Courtroom. 
By Fred Hagen 
Law student John Mealey 
touched a lot of people before he 
died. Several of them came to a 
University-sponsored prayer service 
in the Warren Hall Courtroom 
August 30. Not only did students 
and friends attend, but even an 
attorney who had only been work-
ing with John for two weeks. 
"Qohn) wasn't the typical sort of 
law clerk." said Michael Haberkorn 
of D. Dwight Worden, the firm 
where John worked before the acci-
dent. "In two weeks he touched 
our office. I feel cheated, personal-
ly and professionally." 
John made a similar impression 
at his summer judicial clerkship for 
San Diego County Superior Court · 
Judge Arthur W. Jones, Jr. "Qohn) 
was intensely serious about his job," 
the court's Supervising Research 
Attorney Alan Douglas said. For 
example, Judge Jones accepted all 
of John's recommendations. 
"That doesn't happen to the 
PUT $50 .. 00 IN, 
YOU"R POCKET 
Buy and Sell Your Books ae 
illllABC's for profess.1onots 
LAW • M•DICAL • T•CHNICAL • llRP•R•NCI!: 
:Oest Prices, 
research attorneys," Douglas said. 
Magnolia Mansourkia, a student 
at California Western law school 
who shared an office with John, 
echoed Douglas' opinion. "What I 
liked about working with him is that 
he was always there to work, not 
flirt or meet people, yet he was easy 
to talk to - I felt like we could talk 
about anything," Mansourkia said. 
Mansourkia said it has been 
hard to understand John's death. 
"It's not so much the personal loss, 
but a 25-year-old guy graduating 
law school in a year with all that 
potential." 
"I didn't know anyone else who 
knew him - that was the hard 
part," Mansourkia said. "It really 
·helped to go to the prayer service 
and meet his friends." 
Colin Rice, 3L, asked students to 
remember John by adopting the 
qualities he had that they admire 
the most. Rice said the quality that 
made John different was that he put 
family and friends above all else. 
"People who 
knew John at 
different times 
in his life say 
the same thing: 
if you ever 
needed John, 
turn around and 
:Oest Select:ion., 
Best Service! 
It's Your Money - Spend it Wisely! 
Here are some additional incentives; 
"Our Buy-Back is Always Open" - Top Prices Paid 
We have a coTnplete Collection of Study Guides & Electronic Casebooks 
BJackJetter Law Summaries 
Casenote Outlines 
Examples & Explanation.'\ 
Flolcx Flow Chart'i 
Issue Spotting 
Sctgel's Exam.'i ~ 
Sum& Substance Tapes 
Blond-; Outlines 





Top 1 O'Xi Exm11 Software 
C<L~eBriefs for Windows 
Final Exam Series 
Gilbert Books & Tapes 
Law in a Flash 
Nut~hell Series 
Student's Guide Series 
Understanding Series 
$1.00 off Second Anniversary Sale $.2.00 off 
any New Book FREE! BARCHARTS How TO BRIEF A CASE any Used Book 
of $ 15·00 or more with the purchase of any casebook! (while supplies last) of $20.00 or more 
il~I~ § .. F .5 . == LAW • M•DICAL • T•CMIHCAL • R•P•R•MC• 
110 West "A'" Srreet •Suite 123 •The Bank ofCalifomia Building• 112 Hour Free Validated Parking w/ purchase 
619-233-4ABC 
619-233-4222 
Score Hours: Monday & Friday 9-5 •Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday 9-6 •Saturday 9:30 - 5:00 
AMEX, VISA & MASTERCARD Accepted• Phone Orders Welcome• Maximum $10 Value• Expires 9/21/96 
ill~~-~· ..... 
LAW• M•DICAL • T•CMMIOAL • R••SRSMOS 
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he would be right behind you." 
Dan Maruccia, 3L, agreed: 
"Qohn's) ability to endear himself to 
others was. amazing. It didn't take 
long to get to know him." 
Rice and Maruccia say John had 
his priorities about right. "We spent 
the last two weeks thinking about 
what life means to us; we really 
believe John had it ,right - had 
things ih perspective," Rice said. 
"' "You begin to realize the impor-
tance of things - law school, what 
is that? - the goal in life is to be 
happy," Maruccia said. John would 
work his ass off at work, but when 
he had to choose, he would spend 
time with his friends. 
At the prayer service, Father 
Barry vinyard read a statement by 
John's brother. Dave Mealey, which 
. said the test is to leave more love in 
this world than when you came in. 
In that respect, John is a success, 
Maruccia said. 
At first Maruccia was upset 
about John's death thinking that he 
wouldn't be able to hang out with 
anymore. "Now when I think of 
him, I can't help but smile," 
Maruccia said. "He brought a lot to 
me and the people around him." 
"Those who I really feel sorry 
for are the people who didn't get a 
chance to know him," he said. 
FrttValidmdP:irkins 
w/run:lwr 
llOWru "A" Sc~c • Suicr 123 •Tut l:lankofC:ili/'ornia Building• 112 How 
. 619-233-4ABC 
619·2H-4ll! 
Stan: Hours: Monday & Friday 9-5 
Photo by Frank Man:hetti 
Urging fellow students to adopt Mealey's best 
character trait, 3L Colin Rice asks the audience 
TuesJ:ay, Wa.lnc:sJay & Thursday 9-6 •Saturday 9:30 • 5:00 




• Computers & Accessories ·· 
•Software 
•School 'Supplies 
•Printers, Fax Machines, Calculato 
and Other Business Machines 
•Furniture 
Plus, check out the in-store 
Business Center for all your 
printing and copying needs _ 
Call 1-800-55 7-33 76 
for the store nearest you 
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Ex-stress yourself school. 3) Explore new ways of dealing 
with stress. 
4) Get support. 
You are not alone in the law 
school experience. Talk with your 
colleagues, friends or family about 
how you are doing. You'll be 
amazed at how helpful this can be. 
If you still need to talk, do not hesi-
tate to come into the Counseling 
Center. We are here to help you 
Five ways to beat school's pressures What healthy strategies can 
replace your unsuccessful coping 
techniques? Make a list of these 
healthy alternatives. Some sugges-
tions include: 
A Special Report 
by USD COUNSELING CENTER 
From all of us at the Counseling 
Center in room 300 Serra Hall, wel-
come to law school! Law school 
can be a time of great professional 
and personal growth, but it is also a 
transition. Studies show that transi-
tions are among the most stressful 




we've got to 
be (a) crazy 
or (b) very 
good. 
ANSWER: WE'RE VERY GOOD. 
We teach law students how to ace legal 
exams, and we're good. Our students raise 
their GPAs by an average of 12%. Over 90% 
of our students finish in the top third. These 
facts say it all, but there's more. 
A STRONG GUARANTEE. 
Attend a seminar or use our tapes, and we 
guarantee you'll be in the top third of your 
class. Details in our brochure or ,web site. 
GET FREE SAMPLE EXAMS Now. 
Not sure what to expect when exam time 
comes? Get free practice exams, answers 
and other helpful information at our web site. 
FALL, 1996 SEMINAR DATES 
Los Angeles .. Sun., l 0/13 Son Diego .... Sol., l 0/12 
(800) 7 48-6953 
http://www.aceseminars.com 
ACE~c 
SEMINARS ,- t.:) 
However, you can develop effective 
ways to deal with stress. The key is 
to first recognize that stress is a nor-
mal reaction to certain day-to-day 
pressures. Listed below are a few 
of the symptoms of stress. 
Coping with stress: 
1) Know yourself. 
How have you dealt with stress 
in the past? Conduct a honest self-
assessment. What strategies have 
worked well for you (e.g., using 
relaxation techniques, support 
groups, listening to music)? What 
strategies have not worked so well 
(e.g., overeating)? 
2) Take care of yourself. 
When stressed, we often neglect 
to do things for ourselves. If you 
really want to be the best student 
possible, you have to first take 
care of yourself! 
Eat healthy, regular meals 
·(limit your caffeine, alcohol, 
.and sugar intake) and stick 
to a regular exercise plan. 
In fact, mark your exercise. 
periods in your schedule. If 
you take care of yourself, you 
will have more energy to 
devote to your life inside 
and outside . law 




• Emotional Signs: 
- Irritable 
- Floating anxiety 
Using guided imagery (e.g., 





Make a list of things to do in 
order of priority at the start of each 
day. 
Keep a journal. 
Set realistic goals. 
Don't say "I should" or "I must." 
Praise yourself when you do 
well. 
l \ 
;: 'i .. 
11 ... . ... 
~ 
. make the best out of your law 
school experience. You can have 
up to 12 sessions free of charge 
each calendar year. USDCC is locat-
ed in room 300 Serra Hall. Stop by 
or call us at 260-4655. 
5) Be proactive. 
You don't have to wait until you 
are stressed out to do these things. 
Start now and prevent yourself from 
feeling overwhelmed later. For 
example, you might want to call the 
Counseling Center and see what 
workshops we are offering this 
semester or sign up for an aerobics 
class now to have it become a 
healthy habit. 
Being a law stq<lent 
does no! have to be syn-
onymous with being 
stressed out. You can 
plan to invest in taking 
care of yourself. By 
. doing so, you will feel 
more energetic and com-
mitted to making your 
law school experience the 
best it can be. 
., 
~ ~ .. ;:: .. 
0 ~ 
"' ..> 
:::> "' .,. -11 _nL_ 
Symptoms of STR.ESS 




• Behavioral Signs: 
- Troubled relationships 
- Procrastination 
Art by Anthony Vance 
- Feeling guilty when relaxing - Accident proneness 
After you have determined if you are having a stress reaction, you can develop 
effective ways to cope with your stress. 
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Did the firm drop your resume_":"ce 
a lternative, b.1sc..'<I on rny expc 
H re's an idea that might SCOre an l'st >"'"'- R."hcr th'n 1><1r>uc the • e . bro.1d-but-shallow appro.1ch or !ht: interview with the firm despite a moss n'1Hcr.;. 1 focused my job-hunt · 
• • t t ing dfons on five or six law finns, strike-out durmg recrw men :ind sevcrol rorpor:>tC lcg:ol dcp:ort· 
mcnrs, that I knew were doing 1hc 
th)· :among their 1..'0llca!-'Ut.'S whose type of legal work that 1 tim in1e rcstcd 
So, lhe first re:ar ~ bch1n<l )"OU. 
1k sel(-doubl 3ncf rn:picbt1on endcm· 
ic 10 IL..: is 3 thing o( the JU-~ You 
kno\l>' )'OU can nul.."e 11 m the l::aw 
school lime: 10 n=bx 3 hnk .. rmrt>e 
~imp a hit on llk· nono.scnluls (hh· 
rGld.in.g cases or actuJ.LI)' anen<lm .. ~ 
d.:i..~) . It's :ill downhill from hc=rc, 
nghl? 
Wrong &"COn<l p .. "'3r prom1:.(.·~ its 
own ~I of prohkms J.nd stn:.!ooSt.~ lhe 
mm.'{)' pt::rcent of the ch.~ that sur-
pn.;;:ingly t.-nough. W'l:- nOI in 1hc iop--
11..-n pcn:cnl faet.' the un.Jppt..1izm~ 
:iltenuun:::- of :i fn.-nzic.."(.] Wt"l;'kenJ of 
'),·nung m :i. long :-hOI :1111..-mpc: 10 
mckniure thefllSc;'.'ln~ 10 tht: L:m 
Ri:vu:w. hundrcili of hour.:. of Moot 
Coun reM.":irr-h. o r J.!:rudgmg :11.."'t. 1..-p-
um"C of m1Jdk·-of-lhe-<.:l1'' 
anonymlC) A 1.200-p:igc CL-e-
txx>k lh:lt look 311 yt:ar to gel 
through b.._q )'t:ar will bt:: 
ass1gnc"d ovt:r me cours<: of 
Ont: Sdlleslt!f. And lhen 
About ten muiutD 1010 
your sc:cond yc:u )'OU'IJ be.· 
ask1..-d lO p3n.icip:llc m the 
-R':SUmt" drop - SludenL'i 
who had imeresung rdt:-
vanl ~-ork cxpt:nencr 
pnor lO auendmg law 
school or who have 
engagt.."d m noble and 1mportan1 
community setvice aaw1ui:s may be 
surpnsed to disco,·er that, for 
resume-screening purposes, 
potenuaJ employers appar1..-ntly 
roru.adt...-r factors like ~ to bt: 
absolut.dy mc3runglcss. One lmc on 
)'OOr resume trumps all otht:n; cbs.s 
rank. 
As the scheduks for on-campus 
IO(t"fVlt:\\'S bt.."gin [O be posted, 3 pal-
l.cm quickly emerges; the same thUly· 
or-so atudt.=rus are .st:lca.ed for all of 
the interviews. TilCSc swdcnts begin 
a whirlwmd three monl.hs ri::st:arching 
finns, auending on<ampus interviews, 
all-day call-back inten:1ews, lunches at 
expmsiw: rt:staurants, and taking 
n;gtu.s around the oounuy. GL-nerally 
~are Ult' studt:nLS intt:r~-c..I in 
attending cbsst::s, but me demands of 
lhc recruiung process make 11 impossi-
ble:. 1lM:$e swdcru:. find liulc sympa-
~~1;~~~~~:i~~~-i~l~
3l~!)'A~~~y in. TI1is na rrow-bu1 -d1.:.'t!p str:ilegy 
paid off in sp.1dc:-. 
J.A~~~ lhis b ttcr group of stu- When I w·asn't selt..>Clc<l fo r :m on-
:~£~'~1~~~~~:::: =:!i:' ~;~~~;;~~~~~t~~~~;~:~f ~ 
:~~~1~u:::g:i;n:~~:0~\11~;~~~ office who \\~ :t USD gr.id . I e-
out of ti lt.' procc:-s . m3iled him, explaining my interest m 
choo..~mg 10 fight 1he firm I-l e askt.'<l me 10 SL"nd my 
the txlttlc anOlh- resume, whit.:h Jed lo a latr.:-night ca ll 
er d.3)·· Thi~ 1.s from their n.'Crui1ing c:oordinator. who 
3 n.:.ky propo- ;ur.i ngt..~ for :in infom1:tl inlctvir.:w 
:---1tion . . i!i 
St.'1."0nd-





well for some students, who may line 
up real work later in the year, o r who 
peruse norHratlilional aaivities during 
I.he summer following second year. 
A St=COnd strategy is lO engage in a 
mass--mailing campa ign I.hat would 
make America Online proud. These 
Sl.udenLS print hundrcc.ls of resumes 
and mail them with generic cover lct-
ttrs to law firms around Lhc counuy. 
The theory Ls tlu1 somewhere there b. 
the perfect mal.Ch tx.1:wecn law student 
and law firm - il's juSI. a maUt:=r o f 8'-1.-
ting the right re!SUmc on me right 
desk. In practice, this stralegy l~ often 
an expensive boondoggle. 
I would like to suggCSt a lhird 
af1cr fom1:i l on<ampus interview!' 
BuO)'ed hy 1his success, I tried this 
:ippro:ich with other finns. I had mcl 
an :momey 31 another fi rm I was 
mtc restt."d in. :ind con1act1..'Ci her to 
expl:un nl)' interests. Thi!i too ulli -
matdy ti:cJ to J.n intetvil!w de.spill.: not 
initially being sdt'Clt:d for the on-cam-
rus progr.:un. In add1t1on, I c:m:fully 
scoured arucles on LEXIS, looking fo r 
references lo :iuorneys who were 
practicing in the J.re:is o( interest to 
me. rd call lht'm, o r send them lcuers 
or e-m:iil , explai ning my situation. I 
experienced a fi:w awkwa rd and 
embarrassing momenLS, but generally 
everyone I spoke wilh was he lpful 
and supponive. 
Ultimately these efforts led lo three 
initial in1erviews, two call-back inter-
views, and two job offers . I should 
disclose lhat I did win the write-on 
competition louery, and thus had Law 
Review meml~rship going for me 
despite a less-than-ste llar class rJ nk 
Unquestionably Lhis factor he lped, bu1 
I 'm convinced 1hat my inte resl and 
enthusiasm for specific firms, couph:d 
with my contacts with attorneys ou1-
sidc o f the normal recruiting cha nnels, 
was the determinative faaor in my job 
hum SUCCtSS. 
I look hack o n the process now 
with C01"iderable relief 1ha1 I won't be 
experiencing it again th is yc..-a r. I did 
rect:ive an offe r, which I 've just 
accepted, lO join that first -choice firm 
as an ~le. To those o ( yo u just 
beginning the procc:SS, I wis h you 
good luck . ' Ille recruiting process is 
stressful and all-consuming, but it can 
work even for those who aren't 
among the fortunate few who aur.ic:t 
aucntion from c.-vcry fi rm. 
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Go out there and 
@@~ ® ~®®~ 
Follow interview protocol, survive the cut 
Asptci3\ report 
by CAllE.EJl SEJtVlCES 
Af1er facing a p:uticularly h3r-
rowing fa ll recruiting season, a 
group of second-year studenLS a1 
1he Universicy o f Tennessee 
College of Law wrote the following 
protocol list· 
• Respecting o ne's peers and 
1mint:iining the highest s1:10dard of 
perso nal integrity sho uld g uide 
every J.clion and comme nl during 
the job-finding process. 
• The p rofessional discretion of 
:m orneys , lo whic h they are lega lly 
and ethically bound, should 1ake 
root on the first day of law school 
and should apply most Slfinge mly 
d uring the interview process. 
Therefore , discretion in whal one 
says to employers about fe llow 
students, and wha t o ne says ro fel-
low srudents about employers, 
shou ld be measu red very carefully. 
During interviews, the s ubject 
should be you. After interviews, 
when speaking w ith friends who 
are in te rviewing with the same 
employer, be wary o f c rossing the 
line fro m helpfu l e ncouragement 
to gossi p. ll is, indeed , a fine line. 
• Lf=l )'OUr colleagues invite you 
imo a discussio n about the ir job-
finding process. Asking someone 
if they were invited to an initial 
interview or a call-back is like ask-
ing a fellow e mployee if they were 
awa rded a raise. Simply put , it"s 
rude and invasive. 
Likewise, probing into the sub-
stance o ( another's interview is 
extremely d isrespeclful. No one 
sho uld be discouraged fro m ta lking 
about the ir job-finding experie nces 
candidly with a fri end w henever 
the situation is appropriate . But 
o ne1s best guide here is 1he 
Golden Rule: Do 10 others (a nd 
ask o thers) what you would have 
them do to (a nd as k) you, if you 
were stnnding in the ir shoes. 
Maki ng any comment with the 
underlying moti ve 10 boast o r to 
probe is inJ.ppropriate. 
• Should the temptation arise 
for w halever reason, do n"! gratu -
itous ly bad-mo uth the School of 
Law. Being grac io us is a more 
professio nal posture . If, however, 
a bad experience with a particu!J.r 
pro fessor - in one's most exam-
ined and objective opinion - is 
renected in an anomalous grade. it 
is beuer to be "discreetly candid~ 
about this than to be evasive to 
your detriment 
• If an employe r acts w itho ut 
disc retion and has embarrassed a 
student or a grou p o f students, o r 
if the interview seems unprofes-
sional or uncomfortable , o ne 
should repo n 1his back to Career 
Services for the file . Caree r 
Services can advise you on 
whether to ignore o r pursue it. 
For examp le, do no t be sur-
prised if an employe r hostS a post-
inte rview social evenl but exte nds 
invitatio ns to o nly a few o f lhe 
ca ndidates. This is a somewhat 
outmoded practice, but when it 
occurs lhe stage is set for hurt feel· 
ings and ind iscreet ta lk . In a situa-
tion like this, the profess io nal 
response for the uninvited candi-
date is probably 10 chal k it up to 
experience J.nd ~ 1e r it go:· 
By contrast, a mo re severe and 
inexcusable si1ua1io n is the inter-
\liew in which an interviewer asks 
inappro priate ly personJ.I questio ns. 
It 's very unli kely th:n a srudent will 
be asked questions unrelated to 
job competence. But, s hould it 
occur (and this can include ques-
tio ns abom marriage plans, reli-
gious preferences, po litical affilia-
tio ns. etc.), the stude nt should. 
w ithou1 hesitation, politely decl ine 
to answer. It is critical afte r such 
an interview lO advise Ca reer 
Se rvices o f the questio ns asked; 
they can advise you furthe r o n 
how to professionally pursue 1he 
• Neve r hesitate to ask advice 
fro m friendly colleagues in thi: 
classes above. They may h:i.ve 
their own war stories and s uccess-
ful strategies to p:i. ss :i. lo ng, and, 
s ince the direct competitio n fac1or 
isn't present , upper-cbss col-
leagues :ire usuJ.lly far more will-
ing 10 discuss Lhe over:i ll p rocess 
- and are much mo re reb.xed 
:i.bout it , ioo. The lo ng view - or 
a view at least te mpered by :i.noth-
er year o f experience - c m be 
very instructive . 
• Remember your own best 
and worst experii:nces throughout 
the interviewing process :ind think 
about how you would do ii differ-
ently, given the chance. Conside r 
tha t w hen you eventu:i\ly have the 
responsibility of interviewing c m -
didates for any position, your style 
can reflect lhe best of you r own 
e xperiences, while consciously 
avoiding Lhe worst. 
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Employers' open letter 
to law students 
A tpccul lnnounccmcnt 
by C\Rf!fJt. SERVICE.S 
As employer members o f the National 
Associatio n for Law Placement (NA LP), 
we have develo ped this letter to give stu-
dents additio nal insighl into e mployers· 
perspectives o n the recrui ting proctSS. 
Focusing your job search 
Prior to beginning your iob search, 
we recommend you bnng you r sea rch 
into focus. Take a ft..-w momt.."nl to 
rcfleCl and put lO paper your pre'ien l 
goa ls in te rms of working cnv1ronmcm. 
<lrC3s of practice, geograph ic preference'5. 
and conce rns about person<tl and profi:s-
sio nal qua licy of li fe. Your career .ser-
vices office has extt::ru1ve, rehab!<: mfor-
mation about most employers; read 1he 
employer rt:sumt:s :ind NAU' forms care-
fully. Consu lt 3ny other maten:ils from 
the e mployer o n file . You s hould also 
feel free lo question employers about 
info rmation that is no t provided "111e 
commenl.'i o( fellow srudcnl.'i who have 
clerked at employers in which you are 
inte restt!d ca n g ive you insigh1 in10 lhe 
intangibles o f the office·s cuhure. Speak 
with Ca reer Services about their knowl-
txlge of particular i:mployi:rs You 
should now hJ.ve a basis for m;1kmg 
inform1.:.-<l comparison...; among 1ypes of 
employers, comparisons which will 
p rove invaluab le as your se:J rch pro-
gresses. 
On- and off-campus interviews 
Here are a few suggestions: 
I . Only request intervu:ws with 
e mployer.; in which you h:ive a genuine 
inte rest 
2. Be specific aboul w he1her your 
acidemic credenti:tls :md t!xpcrit! nce fil 
with an employer's specified quali fica-
tions o r prefe.rencc:..s. 
3. Ri:view the employc::r's nutt.•rials 
on file:: . 
4. Pn:pare in adv::mce so th:i1 you 
will be :ible 10 :1sk 1ho ughtful questions 
during your intervie:w. 
5. lk prepared to discuss your 
resume. 
6. Have readily :iV"J..ila ble copks o( 
yo ur tr.inscripl and a brief writi ng s:im-
ple . 
Call-back interviews 
Jf you participate in o n--c:1n1pus inl(!f-
views {or a rra.nge inilial intervic::ws o n 
your own) and begin recciving ca ll-bade 
inviUtion.o;, it i5 time lo focus your sea rch 
funher. We rt."COmmend that you apply 
the previously discussed focusing tech-
niques to the information you have gath-
ered (rom your initial interviews. You 
should lhen be able to m:lkc educated 
decisions ahou1 wh ich ca ll-back invita -
tions lo accept. 
When you rt:ceive a call-back mv1t3-
uon, you have two options: call 10 
.-.chedule an interview o r decline the 
mvitallon If you are no longe-r interest· 
ct! m a pan.1cubr employer or city. do 
nol be concerned th:JI your decision wtll 
be laken pc™mally ~-lost employers 
have:: a limited number of 1nv11.at1on." IO 
extend. you :m: helping your fellow sw -
denl'> hy telling 1..-ach L"mployer 1S <;00n 
as po"'51hlt: th:JI you will not be lCC.:t:pl-
mg 1l'i mv1taLJon 
A few 'iuggesll01" lO help the hinng 
proce'\5 procet."CI more dficteruly· 
I Respond promptly 10 call-back 
2. Scht."Clule oil-back mtervu:ws only 
w1m employc:rs that you 3R' Sc:riously 
considering 
3. Avoid reschedu ling t0Lcrv1ews 
unle~ 3bsolutely nea-s.sary 
4. Cancel or rescheduli: 1nter.-1ews a.s 
far in J.dvance J.S possible:. 
5. When you call , ask how much 
ume 10 lllot for you r imt!;view vis11. 
Amve on ume 10 your interview, and be 
prepJ.n:d 10 suy a.s long as lS nt.-ci:ssary 
to complete 3.11 schOOuled interviews 
6. Bring copies of your transcript 3nd 
a '"Tiling sampk (Ple::i.se note: lhest: 
procedures vary from employer lo 
employer.) If your writing sample is pa.rt 
of a work :iss1gnmenl from 3 previous 
employer. you should ask 1he permission 
o( lll:ll cmp!O)'er lo distribute the docu-
mt.-nl, and you should ddete 311 identify-
ing rc(ert!net:S 10 me dien1 o r me parties 
in\'Olvt.-d. 
7. ~t3 kc sure 1hal you on be! 
re:iched by telepho ne. An am-we.ring 
m.1chinc c m be Vt."f)' helpful. 
$ . Following a c lll-back intcr\fit.•w 
with an employer, if you do nOl wish to 
be considered for an o ffer, please mfonn 
the employer promptly that you wish to 
withdr.iw from consideralio n . 
\Ve ho pe these suggestions will be 
useful. We wish you we ll in the upcom-
ing hiring se-.ison. 
I '-' . 
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DON'T LET LAW SCHOOL 
DRIVE You CRAZY! 
Make The Right Turn 
To A Higher GPA With · 
FLEMING'S FUNDAMENTALS OF LAW 
Don't Miss ... 
THE LEGAL EXAM WRITING WORKSHOP 
14 REASONS WHY You MusT ATTEND ... 
ii Learn How to Improve Your Grades from a Recognized 
Expert-Professor Jeff A. Fleming 
~Learn Effective Exam Problem~Solving Techniques 
~Learn the Difference Between Essay and Maltistate 
Strategy 
~Learn the Difference Between the A,B and C Essay 
~Student Will Write Two Exa~s for Critique 
~Learn In-Depth Issue Spotting Methods 
~Learn the Difference Between Major and Minor Issues 
~Learn Comprehensive Outlining/ Organizational 
Strategies 
ilf Learn How to Properly Interpret 
Calls of Questions 
ilf Learn How to Develop Successful 
Legal Arguments (Fact to Eleme'nt 
Analysis) 
ilf Learn How to Use Public Policy Analysis 
ilf Learn the Relationship Between the Casebook 
and Legal Exams 
ilf Learn How to Get the Most Out of Class and 
Study Time 
tit'. Learn How to Write the Superior Answer 
SCHEDULE OF SEMINARS 
SAN DIEGO 
• Saturday, September 21, 1996 : Noon-6:00 pm 
• Sunday, September 22, 1996 : Noon-6:00 pm 
• All sessions will be given live at the California Western 
School of Law, 350 Cedar Street, San Diego, in the 
Auditorium. 
Los ANGELES 
• Saturday, October 12, 1996 : I 0:00 am-4:00 pm 
• Sunday, October 13, 1996 : I 0:00 am-4:00 pm 
•Ali sessions will be given live at the Ramada Hotel, 6333 
Bristol Parkway, Culver City in Studio I & 2. 
BAKERSFIELD 
SACRAMENTO 
• Saturday, October 19, 1996: Noon-6:00 pm 
• Sunday, October 20, 1996 : Noon-6:00 pm 
• All sessions will "be given at American Books, 725 J St., 
Sacramento. VIDEO PRESENTATION 
RIVERSIDE 
BURLINGAME 
• Saturday, September 28, 1996 : Noon-6:00 pm 
• Saturday, October 19, 1996 : I I :00 am-5:00 pm • Saturday, November 16, 1996 : Noon-6:00 pm 
•Sunday, November 17, 1996: Noon-6:00 pm 
•All sessions will be held at California Southern School of • Sunday, September 29, 1996 : Noon-6:00 pm 
• Sunday, October 20, 1996 : I I :00 am-5:00 pm 
• All sessions will be given live at the San Francisco Marriott, 
1800 Old B'.'yshore Highway, Burlingame. 
• All sessions will be given at the California Pacific School of 
Law, 1600 Truxtun Ave, Bakersfield, Room 2, VIDEO 
PRESENTATION. 
Law, 3775 Elizabeth St., Riverside. Room number will be 
posted on the day of the seminar. VIDEO PRESENTATION. 
ORANGE COUNTY ORANGE COUNTY 
• Saturday, October 5, 1996 : 9:00 am-12:30 pm, 
I :30 pm-4:00 pm 
• Saturday, October 19, 1996 : Noon-6:00 pm Pre-Registration Guarantees Space 
and Workbook: • Sunday, October 20, 1996 : Noon-6:00 pm 
• Sunday, October 6, 1996 : 9:00 am-12:30 pm, 
I :30 pm-4:00 pm 
• All sessions will be given live at Pacific Christian College, 
2500 E. Nutwood at Commonwealth, Fullerton (across from 
Cal. State University, Fullerton), Second Floor, Room 205. 
• All sessions will be given live at Pacific Christian College, 
2500 E. Nutwood Ave. (at Titan) Fullerton (across from Cal. 
State University, Fullerton), Room 215. Course Lecturer for 
this Session Only, Professor Mara Feiger, Attorney at Law, 
Legal Education Consultant. 
$ J 50°0 per Person 
$)2500 Group Rate 
(Group rate available to groups Of 5 wfro register together 
at least one week before tfre desired seminar.) 
Course Lecturer: 
PROFESSOR 
}EFF A. FLEMING 
Attorney at Law 
Legal Education Consultant 
For the past fifteen years, Professor Fleming has devoted his legal career towards the 
development of legal preparatory seminars designed solely to aid law students and Bar 
Candidates in exam writing techniques and substantive law. 
Professor Fleming's experience includes the Lecturing of Pre-Law School Prep Seminars and First, Second and 
Third Year Law School Final Reviews. He is the Organizer and Lecturer of the Baby Bar Review Seminar and the 
Founder and Lecturer of the Legal Examination Writing Workshop. Both are seminars involving intensive exam 
writing techniques designed to train the Jaw student to write the superior answer. He is the Founder and Lecturer 
of Long/Short Term Bar Review. In addition, Professor Fleming is the Publisher of The Performance Exam Solution, 
Creator of the Exam Solution Tape Series, which aids Jaw students in exam preparation, the Author of the First Year 
Essay Examination Writing Workbook, Second Year Essay Examination Writing Workbook, and the Third Year Essay 
Examination Writing Workbook. These are available in Legal Bookstores throughout the United States. 
Professor Fleming has determined that the major problem for most law students is weak analytical skiJls. 
Most students can learn the law, but application of the Jaw is a stumbling block under exam conditions. 
Professor Fleming has structured his programs to include both substantive law and legal analysis training. 
This provides the combination necessary for the development of a more weJI prepared and skillful Jaw student 
and Bar candidate. These courses have made it possible for thousands of Jaw students to improve their grades 
and ultimately pass the Bar exam. 
Registration at Door (if Space Available): SJ6000 
Course Available by Mail Order for •I 7240 
(includes tax, shipping & handling) 
Registration Form (Please Typt or Pri•ll 
·Address1 ___________________________ _ 
City: --------------- SU1te; ----Zip:------
Telephone: I ___ I------------------------
UwS<:ho~ ' -----.,------------~----------
NumberofSemesterin Which Currently Enrolled:-----------------
Worlu:hop Location/Date to be Attend8d1 '--------------------
Form of Payment: 0 Check ~O Mon.ey Order (Mab- Poyaitl~ to: F~1Nc's FtJ1'1DAMS::NTAl.S OF' LAwJ 
0 Master card 0 Visa 0 Dl!J<:over 
Credit Card fl Cred it Card EJ1piralion Date:----
Driver'• Ucense #f ________ SlenaluA!: --------- Date: ----
Mall this Regf~tratlon Form to: 
FLEMING'S FUNDAMENTALS OF LAW 
23166 LOS Alisos Blvd., Suite 238, Mission Viefo, C:alifomla 92691 
California Toll Free: l (800) LAW EXAM 714n70-7030 Fax: 714/454-8556 
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The art of learning to be an effective leader 
By LYNNE COOLEY BAKER 
Book 
tice starts with understanding the 
concept of "feedback" and builds to 
learning to recognize types 
of structures. Once the 
workings of the entire sys-
framework for real transition for the 
legal system. 
Review: tem are understood, one can begin to see how an 
individual action can 
impact the whole. Then, 
. the areas where a small 
change can make a big 
impact become apparent. 
Systems thinking builds on four 
core disciplines. Senge contends 
these four, written-on widely, are 
rudderless without the fifth. 
The first discipline, personal 
mastery, integrates two underlying 
movements - continually clarifying 
what is important to us and continu-
ally learning to see current reality 
more clearly. Personal mastery uses 
the creative tension between these 
two elements, seeing that the jour-
ney is the reward. 
THEFIFI'H 
DISCIPLINE, 
Tbe art and 





Senge uses, the arms 
race as an archetype of 
escalation, and points out 
that at its heart it is no dif-
Law school provides little in the 
way of leadership. But lawyers are 
leaders in many arenas, including 
business organizations, law firms, 
government, courts, the legislature, 
and law schools. 
Peter Senge, director of the 
Organizational Learning Program at 
MIT's Sloan School of Management, 
offers an excellent empowering 
resource for law students can 
impact the whole by creating posi-
tive change in a complex world. 
Senge highlights flaws in our 
mental processes. First, we are 
taught to break apart problems, to 
fragment the world. This apparently 
makes complex tasks and subjects 
manageable but we pay an enor-
mous hidden price. Our under-
standing of the whole is lost. He 
likens this to reassembling all the 
fragments of a broken mirror with 
the expectation that we shall see a 
true reflection. The increasingly 
specialized legal system offers a par-
allel. 
ferent than turf warfare 
between street gangs or the adver-
tising battles of between Coke and 
Pepsi. Senge shows how systems 
thinking ultimately simplifies life by 
helping us to see the deeper pat-
terns lying behind the events and 
the details. He details how the 
complexity of systems can over-
whelm without systems thinking. 
As the legal system comes under 
increasing criticism, from within as 
well as from without, this book pro-
vides a framework for understand-
ing how to reform. Senge's work 
goes far to give us an established 
The second discipline, mental 
models, brings people's assumptions 
to the surface. When people com-
municate in any organization, key 
presumptions direct behavior. 
Senge discusses the importance of 
asking enough questions to discover 
mental models which shape how 
people act. Without understanding 
the hidden constraints people oper-
ate within, no change is possible. 
The third discipline is shared 
vision. Senge criticizes top-down 
thinking as nonproductive. He 
describes the growth of enthusiasm, 
clarity, and commitment under 
shared vision. 
Regular ;ie,inester Hours: 
Monday -·Thursday 9:00 - 6:00 
"tl'iday ~;sa.t raay i Q0'-"'4:"00, 
• Ex:press,.Store Hou~: · · 
' "" '2· . ,~. ~'\ · ~ ; ' 
Mongay- 'H'iurs!:l%ty.; ~~45 ~ :6;DO ·· 
, fnday 7:45 .- 4:oo · 
Saturdaf'9:do ·~ ~:00: Second, humans are genetically 
programmed to respond to events. 
Today however, "primary threats to 
our survival, both of our organiza-
tions and societies, come not from 
sudden events but from slow grad-
ual processes." Law has become 
overwhelmingly complex, expand-
ing slowly for hundreds of years in 
just this way. 
Law Outlines -10% OFF every day! 
Third, systems can cause their 
own crises. Structure in human sys-
tems is subtle. In human systems, 
this structure includes how people 
make decisions - the "operating 
policies" whereby we translate per-
ceptions, goals, rules and norms 
into actions. People do not under-
stand how their actions create insta-
bility in a larger system. In most 
systems, in order for you to succeed 
others must succeed as well. 
Senge's solution is systems think-
ing: the fifth discipline. The prac-
Choose from a full selection including .Gilberts, Casenotes, 
Legalines, Sum & Substance and more. 
Great prices on software and peripherals! 
Just a few examples: 
Corel WordPerfect Suite for Windows 
Microsoft Office Pro-Windows 
Practical Peripheral 28,000 External Modem (IBM) 





The fourth discipline, team learn-
ing, focuses on mastering dialogue 
and discussion. With dialogue there 
is deep listening and a suspension 
of one's own view. With discussion 
one's views are presented and 
defended with a search for the best 
view. Team learning requires cre-
atively dealing with the powerful 
defensive habits opposing produc-
tive dialogue and discussion. 
The Fifth Discipline is a ground-
breaking book that provides valu-





B efore your job search gels this desperate, call us. We specialize in personalized mass-
mailings lo law firms, and we can create a 
customized mailing list matching your choices 
for firm size, location and practice area. We'll also 
help you draft a hard-hilling cover letter. With SS,000 
firms in our database and a lawyer on staff, you gel 
the experience and resources lo find a real, paying job. 
SUCCESS GUARANTEED. 
If you don't gel a job, we'll give you a refund. (Some 
restrictions and deductions apply; please see our 
brochure or web site for details.) 
FREE INTERVIEWING GUIDE 
With any order, you'll receive a free copy of Winning 
Interviews, our powerful guide lo interviewing for a 
legal job (retail value $9.95). If you prefer, you can 
gel the guide for free al our web site below. 
Coll 800-962-0149 or visit 
http://www.hiringportner.com 




I Computer i 
Connection 
L-----------------------------------------------------
Log on free while you still can 
The Internet, a new monthly col-
umn for Motions! In the upcoming 
issues we will discuss finding a job, 










most powerful force in business 
today. To figure out what it is, how 
to get connected, and what it can do 
for you, stay tuned! 
So, what is the Internet? The bot-
tom line is that it is a bunch of com-
puters all over the world which are 
hooked together. These computers 
are linked by giant cables and these 
cables make up the systems "back-
bone," used to carry the information 
from on place to another. Some of 
these computers are "stores" from 
which you can purchase anything 
you might want, and others contain 
information on one topic or another 
(generally making money by selling 
advertising). The most frequently 
visited sites and are the "search 
engines" - the yellow pages of the 
Internet. Go to a search engine, 
type in what ever term best describes 
what you're looking for, and the pro-
gram will give you a list of sights on 
the Net that are similar. Another fea-
ture of the Internet is the ability to 
send electronic messages from one 
computer to another, called e-mail. 
If you and your friend both · connect 
your computers to the Net, you can 
send each other e-mail utilizing the 
systems infrastructure - anywhere 
in the world, basically free of charge. 
How can all these computer 
understand each other? The driving 
force behind the Net is a universal 
agreement on a way that one com-
puter can understand many different 
computers without complex com-
mands. These standards are devel-
oped by the major players 
(Microsoft, Netscape, Adobe, etc.) 
and lots of little guys all sitting down 
together and freely exchanging infor-
mation. The standards are adopted, 
The Internet 
By 










want utilizing these languages. 
How big is it? About 24 million 
people in the United States, 12 per-
cent of the population over age 16, 
accessed the Web at least once from 
March to May 1996 according to a 
survey by Intelliquest, an Austin, 
Texas, research firm. lntelliquest 
found 35 million used other Internet 
services such as e-mail, or on-line 
services like America Online, during 
that period. 
With so much development 
momentum, the Web in a decade or 
so may be so common that people 
won't think about it. Like the phone 
system on which it relies, the Web 
will just be there. According to 
Forrester Research, U.S. on-line 
retailing revenues will grow from 
$518 million this year to $6.6 billion 
by the year 2000. Computer prod-
ucts will account for a third of all 
sales ($2.1 billion) in 2000, compared 
to $140 million in 1996. Sales of 
travel services, the next largest on-
line shopping category, will rise from 
$126 million in 1996 to $1.6 billion, 
while entertainment will grow from 
$85 million to $1.25 billion. 
Today, the Web is relatively new, 
so now is the time to get connected! 
The Internet is certainly the wave of 
the future, so spend some time to 
get familiar with it. Take advantage 
of the free connection you get as a 
student here at USO, surf the web, 
send some e-mail, and check out this 
column! We will keep you informed 
and up-to-date. 
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Sights of the 
Month 
Electronic Frontier Foundation: These are the people 
who are fighting for our electronic freedoms. Our govern-
ment and many others want to censor what you as an adult 
can view and read on the Net. States, such as Nevada are 
lobbying hard to ban gambling over the Internet. So, make 
your voice heard, check out their site at http://www.eff.org/ 
Microsoft: Need help using your Microsoft products? Tired 
of waiting for hours on hold to speak to a technician? Check 
out the product support section of their web site at 
http://www.microsoft.com/ 
Yahoo: Looking for something on the Internet? One of the 






E-mail selected by ERIKA HIRAMATSU 
1. Don't let worry kill you - let 
~:,~~f:]~~~~ed,;.~~~c~0'~ti: /llZaEt\l~h~ 
low. 
3. Remember in prayer the many who are sick of our church and 
community. 
4. For those of you who have children and don't know it, we have 
a nursery downstairs. 
5. The rosebud on the alter this morning is to announce the birth 
of David Alan Belzer, the sin of Rev. and Mrs. Julius Belzer. 
6. This afternoon there will be a meeting in the South and North 
ends of the church. Children will be baptized at both ends. 
7. Tuesday at 4:00 p.m. there will be an ice cream social. All 
ladies giving milk will please come early. 
8. Wednesday, the ladies' Liturgy Society will meet. Mrs. Jones 
will sing, "Put me in My Little Bed" accompanied by the pastor. 
9. Thursday at 5:00 p.m. there will be a meeting of the Little 
Mothers' Club. All wishing to become little mothers, please see the 
minister in his study. 
10. This being Easter Sunday, we will ask Mrs. Lewis to come for-
ward and lay an egg on the alter. 
11. The service will close with "Little Drops of Water." One of the 
ladies will start quietly and the rest of the congregation will join in. 
12. Next Sunday a special collection will be taken to defray the 
cost of the new carpet. All those wishing to do something on the 
new carpet will come forward and do so. 
13. The ladies of the church have cast off clothing of every kind 
and they may be seen in the church basement Friday. 
14. A bean supper will be held on Tuesday evening in the church 
hall. Music will follow. 
15. At the evening service tonight, the sermon topic will be "What 
is Hell?" Come early and listen to our choir practice. 
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Driving· Mr. President 
Adventures in motorcading 
By JOE HUPRICH and JENNIFER OSWALT 
While driving in the president's 
motorcade in San Diego June 10 
and 11, six USO law students 
learned some valuable lessons about 
life with President Clinton (PC). 
Lesson #l: Do NOT APPROACH 
THE PREsIDENT OF TIIE UNITED 
STATES. 
Secret Service Agent in charge or 
transportation, Mr. Russ ("just call 
me Russ" and "no last names 
please"), told us important things. 
He told us not to worry, to fol-
low directions, to stay with our 
vehicles unless told otherwise. 
He explained that we would 
not be called by our given 
names, but rather the names of 
our vans: Support, Wire 1, 
Wire 2, Camera 1, Camera 2, 
Local Pool, and White House 
·1V He told us just to follow 
the c~ar driving in front of us. · 
It was just that easy, especially 
. speeding through the streets of 
Coronado and downtown San 
Diego, disregarding all traffic 
laws that took years to ingrain 
in our minds. 
Russ made it clear with his 
badge, his hand on his gun, 
and a Dirty Harry stare . . . DO 
NOT, I REPEAT, DO NOT 
APPROACH THE PRESIDENT. 
DO NOT ATTEMPT TO SPEAK 
TO THE PRESIDENT. He said 
it 4 or 5 times, with interesting 
· little variations like, do not 
mention your gun collection to 
the president, do not read your 
copy of Soldier of Fortune 
while waiting in the vans, etc. 
strapped to each leg, addressed the 
student who would be driving the 
van directly behind the CAT truck. 
He explained to the student that he 
was now a part of the "secure pack-
age." (The student still gets interro-
gated on the security of his pack-
age.) 
The CAT team member told the . 
student he must keep a good two 
car lengths behind the bullet-proof, 
liquid-filled-tire, black-tinted-win-
dow, CAT truck in case of an emer-
gency. In that case, the tailgate of 
the war-machine-on-wheels would 
task was to get everyone in the vans 
and drive them to the hotel. We 
did this with amazingly professional 
cool. Even the people who were 
still hanging out of the vans as we 
took off across the tarmac at 50 
mph were impressed with our skill. 
We got home at 1' a.m. 
Lesson #3: Do NOT MISTAKE A 
BOMB-SNIFFING DOG FOR A DRUG-
SNIFFING DOG. 
The second day we were up at 6 
a.m. While PC slowly rose from his 
beauty sleep, brushed his teeth, had 
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thought your drug-sniffing dog did-
n't bite!" To which he replied, 
"That's not my drug-sniffing dog, 
that's my bomb-sniffing dog." 
Lesson #4: JUST BECAUSE 
YOU'RE IN THE .MOTORCADE 
DOESN'T MEAN YOU'LL GET TREAT-
ED UKE A HUMAN BEING. 
Our first stop was Hillcrest. We 
waited in our vans unable to see or 
hear anything. Next we went to the 
police headquarters downtown. 
Again, we waited in our vans 
unable to see or hear anything. We 
had been waiting for him 
all day long and dur-
some coffee, read the 
paper, had a crois-
sant, got dressed, 
went for a jog, 
Do not attempt to 
speak to the President ... came back, 
ing all that time, 
we couldn't leave 
the vans to use 
the bathroom. waived to Do not attempt to speak to 
the President ... Finally, after threat-
ening to pee in the 
vans, we were given per-
mission to use the bath-
room in a pizzeria outside 
the "security" perimeter. 
None of us have ever been 
looked upon with such 
awe by ordinary people 
while going to the toilet! 
After PC's speech, we 
took him to play golf on 
Coronado. While the rest 
of us waited in the heat by 
our vans, protecting the PC 
from any bomb-carrying 
weirdos trying to sneak 
into our top-security Ford 
Windstars, one student 
decided to hit balls at the 
golf range.' We all look up 
to him now. He is our 
hero of defiance. Of 
course, his name is now on 
"the list" at the Pentagon 
and he won't be allowed to 
practice law, or have a 
family. 
OfficiaJWhiteHousePhoto Lesson #5: NEVER 
Lesson #2: WHATEVER A 
SECRET SERVICE COMMANDO 
WANTS, A SECRET SERVICE 
COMMANDO GETS. 
VOLUNTEER FOR A 
MOTORCADE TWICE. 
Third-year law student Joe Huprich, seen here shaking hands with President Bill 
Clinton, was one of six USD students who drove cars in the president's motorcade 
June 10 and 11. Also pictured, at left of Huprich, is 3L John Asch . . When PC finished play-
ing, we headed for the tar-
mac. We were all thinking 
the same thing: "Let's just get rid of 
Bubba and go get drunk." First, we 
dropped the ungrateful, arrogant, 
Air Force One press corps. Next 
we were shuffied out to the tarmac 
to stand in line next to the stairs 
leading up to Air Force One. PC 
came to each one of us, like a bro-
ken record, saying, "Thank you for 
your service ... Thank you for your 
service ... Thank you for your ser-
vice ... Thank you for your service." 
We arrived at the North Island 
Naval Air Base on Coronado at 6 
p.m. to take PC to the Hotel Del 
Coronado. We were expecting to 
see him shortly thereafter, but we 
were on "Clinton" time and conse-
quently waited about six hours for 
his arrival. 
During our wait, a Secret Service 
Counter Assault Team (CAD mem-
ber, dressed in the standard all-
black CAT uniform with pistols 
fly open and three machine-gun-
totin' commandos would come out 
firing, not asking questions later. 
The student nodded his head in 
affirmance and then ran screaming 
to the lavatory. 
As we stood watching this spec-
tacle, we finally heard on the radios, 
"The Eagle has landed." We waited 
another hour before our vans 
moved onto the tarmac in front of 
towering Air Force One. The next 
onlookers, and took a shower, I was 
looking for some real entertainment. . 
So, I approached a secret service 
agent and his cute dog. I asked 
him, "Does your drug-sniffing dog 
bite?" "No," he replied. So I 
extended my hand to pet the dog 
and the cute little dog turned into 
an attack beast from Hell, leaping 
toward me with the mens rea for 
murder. Thank God for short leash-
es. I said to the SS agent, "I 
... , 




La Raza meets at noon Wednesday, 
September 4. Everyone is welcome. Look at 
posted notices for room assignments. 
Sports & Entertainment Law Society 
The Sports & Entertainment Law Society will 
kick off the semester on Wednesday, September 
11, with an informational meeting in room 3B at 
noon. SELS was formed in 1994 to provide stu-
dents insight into an exciting and burgeoning 
niche of legal practice. SELS presents speakers 
such as entertainment attorneys, sports agents, 
athletes, and artists. SELS also lobbies the 
administration to offer classes in sports and 
entertainment law. ·· 
Anyone interested ·in sports & entertainment 
law - or the related fields of intellectual prop-
erty, or communications, international, labor, 
and agency law - is invited. The agenda fea-
tures general information, announcement of 
events and speakers, junior officer appoint-
ments, and refreshments. Any suggestions of 
possible speakers and events are welcome. 
Moot Court Alumni Tort Competition 
The Appellate Moot Court Board will distrib-
ute the Alumni Tort Competition problem on 
Wednesday, September 4 at noon and 5 p.m. in 
room 2A. All second- and third-year students 
are invited to compete; first-year students are 
encouraged to participate as bailiffs. For more 
information, stop by the Moot Court office. 
Oral Advocacy Specialists sought 
for spring semester Lawyering Skills 
Eight Lawyering Skills II Oral Advocacy 
Specialist positions will be available for spring 
semester 1997. Specific responsibilities include 
assisting in writing two major appellate brief 
problems, attending oral advocacy rounds to 
provide feedback to students, and assisting stu-
dents during weekly office hours. The honorar-
ium for this one-semester position is $870. 
Applications are available from Mary 
Vicknair or Susan Miller in the Lawyering Skills 
I office. The deadline for sub~itting applica-
tions is September 13. Interviews will be held 
on September 18 and 19. An interview sign-up 
schedule will be posted on September 16. 
Please be sure to sign up for an interview at 
that time. 
Law students crawling for beer? 
The annual law school Pub Crawl, spon-
sored by the Public Interest Law foundation, 
will take place Thursday, September 26 in the 
Gaslamp Quarter. Several downtown pubs will 
participate. Cost of admission is $10, which 
includes a buffet and transportation by double-
decker bus. Watch Sidebar for ticket sales 
information. 
Students encouraged to join ABA 
By BENTON MOORE 
ABA Representative 
joining the America Bar 
Association as a law student is 
the best $15 you will spend 
(besides buying tequila shots 
after finals) . The ABA is, of 
course, the governing body for 
the legal field and all real law 
schools (hence, "ABA-
approved"). Every law student 
should belong to the ABA -
the bang for the buck is 
unequalled. The ABA was 
established to promote your 
legal career. So join the ABA 
and help make USO more of a 
nationally known school. 
Fifteen clams gets you all this: 
1. TIIE ABAJOURNAL: the 
monthly magazine addresses 
the latest legal topics. 
2. TIIE STIIDENT IAWYER: 
designed especially for law 
students, this monthly provides 
articles on coping with stress, 
studying abroad, internships, 
clerkships, and all academic 
topics, from the trivial to the 
mandatory. 
3. ABA SECI10N PUBIJCA-
TIONS: insight into specialty 
areas of practice; over 30 sec-
tions available, including 
international, entertainment & 
sports, litigation, tax, etc .. 
4. INTER-SCHOOL COMPE-
TITIONS: - a resume builder, 
school enhancer, and practical 
workshop. Every year compe-
titions are offered in negotia-
tion, client counseling, and 
appellate advocacy - regionals 
and finals held throughout the 
country. 
5. LEADERSHIP OP.POR1U-
NITIES: ABA law student 
members are eligible to 
become ABA representatives, 
circuit governors, lieutenant 
governors, and publication 
editors. 
6. BAR/BRI & PMBR DIS-
COUNTS: Save 10 percent on 
Bar/Bri's lowest price! Save 
$80 on PMBR courses. 
7. PERSPECTIVE: ABA mem-
bership offers a window to the 
outside world, a chance to 
remove yourself from the 
claustrophobic drudgery of 
case books. 
8. HEALTII INSURANCE: 
low student rates on in-school 
insurance. 
9. MORE DISCOUNTS: a no-
annual-fee Visa; discounts 
from Hertz rental car and MCI. 
SPORTS 
Law IMs present golf tourney 2x2 scramble 
By JOHN COHEN 
When: September 20, 12:00 p.m. 
Where: Mission Trails 
Cost: $50 per pair or $30 per person 
Includes: cart, green fees, 
BarPassers prizes, t-shirts, alcohol, 
food. 
Everyone is invited to play 
in this intramural golf tourna-
ment/drink fest. Students may 
play as twosomes or individual-
ly. BarPassers will be throwing 
in prizes for low rounds, longest 
drive, and closest to the hole. 
All professors are invited to play, 
especially Professors Jack Minan 
and Kevin Cole. Last year, Jay Du 
Nesme and his unnamed partner were humili-
ated by Minan and Cole in match play at the 
Vineyard.· This year Du Nesme and his minimal 
handicap will be seeking revenge. Bob 
Karwin wm more than likely be in atten- . 
dance, and probably shirtless by the 
fifth hole. 
First-years are encouraged 
to skip their Friday classes ... 
hell, what do ypu have any-
way? Criminal Law? Step 
up, play some golf. This 
will be your first chance to 
humiliate 2Ls and 3Ls who 
think they can play. 
Tournament organizers are 
also looking for people who 
just want to drive carts around 
and serve beer to the competitors. 
For more information about this event, 
stop by the intramural office in the Writs. Sign 
up by September 18. 
Superior Court of California. San Diego County, is looking for volunteers to care for children stranded in the crush 
of prisoners. witnesses, and jurors in the public hallways of the downtown, juvenile, South Bay, Vista, and family court-
houses. Well-stocked playrooms ou1fltted with child-sized furniture stand ready and waiting for caring volunteers to 
open the rooms to shelter and comfort children while their parents are in court. Call 531-3489 to make a difference. 
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Phi Delta Phi strives for ethics, 
conununity service, and honor 
a citizen. Speak through 
you accomplishments. 
Honor is recognition - a 
recognition of some accom-
plishment in your life. 
honoring others who do so 
as well. 
I ask them to join those 
of us here at the Phi Delta 
Phi Wigmore Inn to be lead-
ers. I believe leadership is 
the art of helping others to 
get where they need to be. 
My vision is for our mem-
bers to be a resource for the 
other community service 
organizations on campus. I 
see us sponsoring our own 
events and being involved 










Congratulations to the 
Class of 1999. Welcome to 
the University of San Diego 
School of Law. I enjoyed 
the opportunity to meet 
some of you at orientation. 
I hope you find this school 
as welcoming and challeng-
ing as I do. I would also 
like to take this opportunity 
to introduce you to an orga-
nization that I feel has the 
potential to strengthen our 
profession and improve our 
communities: Phi Delta Phi. 
Specifically, I would like to 
explain our motto: "Ethics, 
Community Service, and 
Honor." 
Ethical conduct is the 
most important attribute a 
lawyer can have. Your 
ethics are the cornerstone of 
your integrity. Without 
'integrity, you will not be 
able to gain the trust of 
clients, opposing counsel, or 
the judiciary. The ability to 
be honest, even at your dis-
advanta'ge, lets the world 
know that you are credible. 
If everything you say must 
be taken with suspicion, 
then you are lost. Credibilty 
is the key to winning cases 
and confidence. What you 
do with that confidence is 
Community service is the 
very reason our profession 
exists. Our Nation's great-
ness lay in the fact that con-
flicts are resolved by laws, 
not men. We serve the 
community by jealously 
guarding those laws and 
their application. But our 
community service in a pro-
fessional capacity is only the 
beginning. We must be 
active in our communities as 
citizens: mentor at a high 
school. Join the Red Cross. 
Be a Big Brother or Big 
Sister. Give blood. 
Volunteer time with a pro-
bation officer. Run a 
canned food drive. Get in 
touch with your community. 
Serve others as a lawyer and 
Being accepted to USD is an 
honor. Phi Delta Phi 
believes that students who 
have demonstrated commu-
nity service in the past, are 
in good standing with the 
law school, and maintain an 
active community service 
involvement, deserve special 
recognition. We also 
believe that those who have 
made it here and displayed 
the drive, ability, and forti-
tude to place in the top 
third among their peers also 
deserve special recognition. 
To honor those students 
each year, Phi Delta Phi 
invites them to join the old-
est professional legal frater-
nity in the United States. 
We ask them to join and 
commit to ethical conduct, 
community service, and to 
In a few weeks the 
Registrar will place an invi-
tation in the mailboxes of 
all top-third students. I 
strongly encourage all stu-
dents who are in good 
standing and have a demon-
strable community service 
history to attend the invita-
tional meeting in September. 
If you cannot attend, please 
see me any time or leave a 
note in my mailbox. 
Trial Team begins its season 
By LYNNE COOLEY BAKER 
For the sixth year in a row, the 
USO Trial Team has been selected 
as one of only sixteen school 
teams in the nation to compete in 
the National Institute of Trial 
Advocacy (NITA) "Tournament of 
champions." A team of four will 
travel to Boston October 23-27 led 
by Professor Richard Wharton. 
Teams are chosen based upon 
superior performance at two major 
national competitions. The USD 
team has consistently won the 
regional championship in at least 
one of these contests for six years 
running. The trial team now con-
sists of eight third-year students: 
John Campbell, Jim Drimmer, 
Emily Goldbach, Michelle 
Paradise, Ryan Saba, Cynthia 
Sanders, Krista Sadler and Lynne 
Cooley Baker. These students 
were selected last fall in intra-
school competition and served the 
trial team in their second year as 
witnesses and researchers. On 
September 13, the students will vie 
for one of the four spots to repre-
sent USO at the Tournament 
A second contest, the All-
California Trial Competition, will 
be held in San Diego November 7-
9. Sponsored by the Consumer 
Attorneys of San Diego, USD will 
field a different four-student team. 
Additional second- and third-
year members will be named in 
September after intra-school com-
petition. Previously known as the 
... Barristers' competition, the contest 
was renamed the Michael T. 
Thorsnes Competition in honor of 
Thorsnes' alumni grant to support 
the trial team. 
There are two events in the 
Thorsnes competition. Second-
year students must prepare and 
deliver a closing argument. Third-
year students develop and com-
pete in a full mock triaL 
Join us to see the quality of 
trial advocacy skills displayed by 
third-year finalists. All are invited 
to the Thorsnes Competition mock 
trial round Monday, September 30 
at 7 p.m. in the Courtroom. 
REWARD 
LOST: Gold bracelet with blue and white gems'. Lost 
on campus at the end of last semester. Very unique, has 
sentimental value. Please call 475-7988. Reward. 
Michael T. Thorsnes Intra-school Trial 
Competition to select national mock 
trial team attorneys and witnesses 
A meeting on Thursday, September 5 at noon and 5 p.m. in Grace 
Courtroom will be held for students interested in entering the Michael T. 
Thorsnes Intra-school Trial Competition. Professor Wharton will speak 
on what it takes to be a me~ber of the nationally-renowned USD Trial 
Team. 
To be eligible for the competition, a candidate must have completed · 
Lawyering Skills II and 4 units of Evidence. Second-year students are 
eligible to compete in the separate Closing Argument Competition. The 
top four finishers of the Trial Co~petitl~n will be invited to join the 
national USD Trial Team as attorneys; the top four in the Closing 
Argument Competition will be witnesses for the 1996-1997 year, and will 
join the team as attorneys for 1997-1998. 
As irt national competitions, participants of both competitions must be 
prepared to argue both sides of the case. 
Intra-school competition: Sept. 25-27, 6 p.m. 
Semi-finals: 
Final round: 
County Courthouse, downtown 
Sat., Sept. 28, 10 a.m., Grace Courtroom 
Mon., Sept. 30, Grace Courtroom 
The trials will consist of the following phases by each participant: 
Phase: Time Limit: 
Opening Statement 
Direct Exam of One Witness 
Cross Exam of One Witness 
· Closing Argument 





Case File OiStribution: The case file, rules and entry forms will be 
available on Friday, September 6, from Georgia Gordon in Room 303. 
Entry Deadline: Noon, Friday, September 20. Submit entry form to 
Georgia Gordon in Room 303. 
4 ' 
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The first year of lawschool will uk~ly be one of the most confusing.and d~manding academic 
experiences of yoiir life. Join BAR13RI in your fir§tyear and take advantage of our 
/ }lrnque program of law school pr,epafatron. The BA,RI BRI First Year 
·· Revi~wvolume contain,sco~prehensive, conci5e black letter ~w 
outlines ,designed to ~clp you cut through the fog of detail,.and give 
.. ,, a clear view of theoveralf picture .. Subjects covered include ~Nil . 
·· Procedure, ContractS, Criminat~. Property, and forts. · ' 
.'.The r~ Year Review p~ also inclmJ~s-a final~· l~ series and 
ifhe Study SmartN SoftWare. The lestures, delivered by natii.)n:illy recognizeg 
·· experts, will provide invaluable assistatlce in understanding the blllCk letter law/ 
/ The Study SmartN SoftWare contains ou~es and practice questions which furthii'. help 
you prepare for your final exams,/ / ·· ' ........ 
/ A5 a BARIBRI student you din continue t6 benefit from our · 
.fil.'Senal of outlin~ and lecture8~ BAR/BRis set~nd and thirg year progfui 
/ is specifically tailored to second ang'third year cours~. ·" .· 
As in thiF~t Year Review, second~d third year~~dents can also take 
advantage of presentations by our national and local lecturers given just prior 
, to exams. These lectures give a c9mplet~ and thorough overview of lllil9Y of ',. 
your skond and third yfa! .cl~. 1 · /" , 
/' '· 
. FighJthe fear of IdqJfug hw by.the sink0or-sJ.un'~eti,ods used by most ia;·S<;hools. Jt ~' 
~ool ABC's teach yoµ the oosic study and exam writing skills µ$ed by successful law students. Fill the 
void between mast¢rlhg the subject mlitter and writingjt .all during the exam .• / 0 / 
, Law Schoof Ase's teaches students th~ skills necess;uY to succeed in law school. Skills ,. 
such as briefing cases, selecting supplemental materials, participating in classroom./ 
discussions, taking lecture notes, §Yllthesizing and outlining the course materials, 
studying for exams, spotting i,s.5ue5, developing an analysis, managing your time, and · 
writlitg exams that mak~ the grade are all covered in the Law SctiooI ABC's workshops. 
Each Law Scho9l ABC's workshop is cond~cted by an exp~rience.d teacher ofla~ school skills. Students 
will leamysing hands-on, interactiy,e.exercises, ancj .. all workshop participarttsfeceive the J,aw School 
.ABC's workbook, developed and written by acaderiJic assistance professors. AfJ at nO''l,idditional charge. 
•' ,.:' ,, ..... /.· ,.t. 
M U LT I S T A T E · P R 0 f E fs I 0 N A ~/ 
mi& E S.f ,Q N &Y I l I I t E·XM i 
, The Multistate Professiojlal R~Ponsibility Exam will likely be yourJirst en~ounter with the Bar 
Exam since California allows ,yoµ'lo 'take the MPRE while you are in law &Chpol. Many students take the 
MPRE during their sec9nd'&; third.year of law 'School. / •" ; ·· ./ ./ 
BARIBRl~es_you cd~plete prepara!ion for the MPRE with a ~~re, substantive ou~e, the Stuey slri?rc 
software and.practice exams. Atoni.prehensive 4 houtleciure re\.iews i .. / / ' ./ 
th,1: scope, sub~c~ ;ind ~ruiiques needeg,to tackle tile.MP~. ../ 
,..,· --~ : // ; .: 
BARIBRI provid~'.adetailed substlWlive outline written by ;:~/ 
Professor Richard Wydick, which ('.overs all aspects of the .. 
MPRE exam. " ./ 
Additionally, stl!d~~,teceive several MPRE practice ~ con- · 
,.-/ : ., - _, -;, / .;;'"'" - :. 
taining :u,;tual MPRE questions released by the ~~qal Conference; 
of Bar )ixlµniners with analytical answers. //' ······ 
. ( J 
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CHECK THIS OUT 
Special Legal Research Center Insert 
SEPTEMBER 1996 
- LARRY DERSHEM 
Computer Research Specialist 
Legal Research Center 
Get the tnost frotn the 
LRC' s new cotnputer lab 
Over the summer the Legal 
Research Center's computer lab 
undeiwent significant improve-
ments. 
The first important change is that 
now all 28 workstations can print to 
one of four HP LaserJet 4 printers 
located in the lab. Laser printing is 
controlled by card meters attached 
to each workstation. 
Student ID cards issued at the 
start of this -semester can be encod-
ed and used as print/copy cards. 
Current law students will be issued 
a free $10 value on their cards to 
use in the card meters (laser print-
outs are ten cents each). Print/copy 
cards can also be used in all LRC 
photocopy machines for your con-
venience. - Copies still cost only five 
cents each. Two microform read-
er/printers are also metered, with 
copies set at 10 cents each. 
Students can have their ID cards 
encoded with the free $10 credit on 
weekdays from 8 a.m. to 12 noon at 
the LRC computer lab, or from noon 
to 9 p.m. at the LRC reference desk, 
until September 8. Card encription 
will also be available on Saturday 
and Sun<;tay at the LRC reference 
desk between the hours of 12 noon 
and 4 p.m. After September 8, 
cards can be obtained on weekdays -
at the LRC computer lab from 8 a.m. 
to 12 noon, or the USD Print Shop 
(located behind Maher Hall) from 
noon to 8 p.m. 
If you have previously purchased 
a paper photocopy card, bring it to 
the LRC to receive credit for your 
unused copies. 
If you ever forget to bririg your 
ID card with you, new print/copy 
cards can be purchased from a dis-
pensing machine in the copy room 
next to the LRC Reserve Room, 
starting at $2. Value can be added 
to your current card at this same 
machine, or value can be added at 
a card regenerator machine located 
inside the LRC computer lab. A 3.5'' 
(1.44 MB) floppy disk dispenser is 
also located in the lab as an added 
convenience for law students. 
Disks cost $2 each. 
Renovated in 1990, the 
Pardee Legal Research 
Center holds 395,000 vol-
umes and volume equiva-
lents, the major legal 
research collection in 
southern California out-
side of Los Angeles. The 
LRC also features state-
of-the-art services such 
as computer-assisted 
legal instruction and 
interactive video instruc-
tion. A new instructional 
computer lab was added 
to the LRC last year. 
Ale photo 
Added by popular demand: 
print-only stations 
Notebook computer users will 
also benefit from these changes. 
- We have added two notebook print-
. er stations to the lab. To send print 
jobs to one of the laser printers in 
the lab you will need to hook your 
notebook computer up to one of 
the provided parallel printer cables, 
and insert your copy/print card in 
the attached meter. Also, to suc-
cessfully print from the notebook 
print stations you will need to have 
HP LaserJet 4 print driver software 
installed on your portable computer. 
If this print driver software is not 
already enabled on your notebook, 
it probably came with the operating 
system software that runs it, and can 
easily be loaded. 
New software added 
Another new development in the 
computer lab is that Folio software 
has been added to every worksta-
tion. Folio is a powerful software 
program that allows users to orga-
nize and store information such as 
class lecture notes, outlines, or 
entire books. Once a file is stored 
in Folio, information can be 
retrieved easily and with lightening 
fast speed by using simple or 
sophisticated search techniques, 
much like that used for searching 
on LEXIS-NEXIS or WESTLAW. 
Other campus labs 
In addition to the computer lab at 
the LRC, there are several other 
computer labs on campus that you 
should know about. The following 
labs are run by the Academic 
Computing Department, and can be 
used by USD law students: 
Location Description 
Olin 122 Macs, IBM-compatibles 
Serra 154 Workstation access 
Serra 172 24-hour terminal access 
Serra 185 Macs, IBM-compatibles 
(Often closed for classes) 
Serra 205 Macs, IBM-compatibles 
Maher 100 Pentium (IBM-compat.) 
(Often closed for classes) 
Hours for all but the Maher lab 
are Monday through Thursday, 9 
a.m. to 10 p.m.; Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m:; Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.; 
and Sunday, noon to 10 p.m. These 
times are subject to change, and do 
not include holidays and days 
between semesters. The Maher Hall 
lab, operated jointly by Academic 
Computing and Media Services, is 
open Monday through Thursday, 8 
a.m. to 10 p.m., and Friday, 8 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. 
The Hahn University Center runs 
a computer lab in room 119 (next to 
the Traditions restaurant). This lab 
provides Macintosh computers and 
laser printing, as well as typewriters. 
The lab will be open the second 
week of this semester as follows: 
Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 
10 p.m.; Saturday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., 
·and Sunday, 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. This 
facility is the only computer lab on 
campus that is open to alumni as 
well as to cu~rent USD students. tJ 
2 LRC INSERT 
By RUTH LEVOR 
Associate· Director, 
Legal Research Center 
Meet the best resource for 
legal research at USO, the 
LRC reference team. Four 
ultra-qualified individuals 
stand ready to guide you 
through the rich maze of 
library materials and on-line 
resources seven days a week, 
for a total of 70 hours each 
week. Each reference librari-
an has a graduate degree in 
Library Science, one from UC 
Berkeley, another from 
Louisiana State, and yet 
another from Columbia 
University (guess which 
librarian attended which insti-
tution). In addition, Larry 
Dershem has a JD from right 
here at USO! Jin Wang has 
an additional 1ytasters in 
American Literature from 
Beijing University, and Ft!ank 
Weston, our Senior Refe1tence 
Librari,Qn, 
Associate Director of the Legal 
Research Center, Ruth Levor is 
also the Head of Public Services. 
SEPTEMBER 1996 
SpOtl igh~i·:r ..... t\L• t i precious time 
0 n - \ ' rather than adm;t to 
reference I ibrarians 
has done grad-
uate work in education and 
has approximately 25 years of 
experience as a law librarian, 
in the law firm and corporate 
environments as well as in 
academia. 
This group of "whiz kids" 
collectively have 53 years(!) 
of library and/or law-related 
professional experience upon 
which you can (and should) 
draw for assistance with your 
legal research. Don't stand 
and scratch your head when 
you get an assignment that 
involves looking something 
up in the library. While they 
won't hand you the answers 
or do your assignments for 
you, the reference librarians 
will go the extra mile, draw-
ing on their c9nsiderable 
expertise, to ferret out the 
best resources to meet 
your research needs. 
These experts 
have worked in law 
offices, either as 
practitioners or as 
librarians; they 
have studied law; 
they have been 
trained in legal 
and general 
research; 
and they have worked on 
countless research projects 
themselves. They have also 
produced research guides, .. 
bibliographies, and articles 
about legal research; they are 
active in local, regional, and 
national professional associa-
tions; and they constantly 
review professional literature 
and network vigorously with 
colleagues to remain abreast 
of the field of legal research. 
In particular, they are 
"plugged in" to the latest 
electronic legal research 
tools and can advise and 
guide you in using com-
puters for your research 
needs. 
The reference librari-
ans urge you not to hesi-
tate to tap into their 
wealth of knowledge and 
expertise. Too often, stu-
dents either approach the 
Reference Desk (located 
across the Information 
Services Area and to the left 
when you enter the LRC) ten-
tatively, fearful of appearing 
inept and uninformed, or they 
don't approach it at all, pre-
ferring to flounder and waste 
Reference Librarian Jin Wang has a Masters in 
American Literature from Beijing University, in 
addition to her graduate degree in library science. 
~ ··••• needing help. The 
LRC librarians are firm ,, 
believers in the motto 
"The only 'stupid' ques-
tion is the unasked ques-
tion." Generations of law 
students and lawyers have 
come to depend on them as 
scholarly consultants for all 
types of research ventures, so 
become part of this venerable 
tradition, and step into the 
spotlight with the reference 
librarians. 
Senior Reference Librarian 
Franklin Weston has approximately 25 
years of experience as a law librarian. 
Photos courtesy of the t.ega/ Research Center 
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Looking past the books and ... 










and CD-ROM indexes can help 
update you on the most current 
information but a huge collection of 
filmed sources at the Legal Research 
Center will provide you with 
detailed research materials unavail-
able elsewhere and reaching far 
back into the past. The microform 
collection, one of the LRC's lesser-
known treasures, offers a wealth of 
information spanning several cen-
turies and a variety of disciplines. 
Law students rely heavily on the 
LRC's collection of Congressional 
documents, including hearings, 
House and Senate Reports, 
Committee Print-;, and the many 
other publications that can illumi-
nate the reasoning behind federal 
laws and their application. In addi-
tion to government documents and 
legal periodicals on microform, sev-
eral specialized collections can meet 
our research needs. 
Europe, Latin America, and parts of 
Africa, Middle East and Asia, this 
collection provides access to the 
basic historical smirces of canon 
law. 
Nineteenth century legal trea-
tises: This comprehensive collec-
tion of more than 10,000 work 
enables a researcher to trace the 
evolution of modern law in 
England and ·the United States. 
Roots of many modern legal doc-
trines were planted during this peri-
od as governments and private insti-
tutions struggled to come to terms 
with the impact of the Industrial 











every aspect of 
law. No longer avail-
able in print, these have 
been reproduced on 




of-print and difficult to acquire 
research resources in taxation and 
fiscal policy are available in this 
archival collection. Over 50 years, 
the Tax Foundation has earned a 
reputation for its objectivity in spon-
soring research programs and com-
piling statistics on federal, state and 
local government fiscal matters. 
Uniform State Laws: 
This archival collection 
includes transcripts of 
the proceedings of 
the National 
Conference of Commissioners on 
Uniform State Laws and transcripts 
LRC INSERT 3 
of the discussions in Committee of 
the whole of each Uniform and 
Model Act. The National 
Conference of Commissioners on 
Uniform State Laws has worked on 
legislative reform since its founding 
in 1892. It publishes uniform acts, 
codes, and court rules, as well as 
model acts. All acts produced by 
the Film Commissioners undergo a 
minimum two year drafting process. 
Several drafts are formulated, with 
each successive draft incorporating 
new policies, alternative language, 
etc. When finally approved, they 
are recommended for general adop-
tion throughout the jurisdiction of 
the United States and reported to 
the American Bar Association. 
OTHER MATERIALS: An 
important part of the LRC microform 
collection are the holdings of 
Session Laws for all fifty states as 
well as State Reports ranging from 
the first published volume to where 
the LRC hard copy holdings begin. 
A significant part of this set are the 
Reports and opinions of the State 
Attorney General for each state. 
These advisory statements of the 
Attorney General carry considerable 
weight and exercise significant influ-
ence on the courts in their delibera-
tion. 
Other non-governmental sets in 
the Microforms area are the U.S. 
Supreme Court Records and Briefs, 
the Oral Arguments of the U.S. 
Supreme Court and the California 
Supreme Court Briefs. 
If your research calls for older, 
archival material, it is quite likely 
that the LRC has it on microform. 
Most microform titles are cataloged 
on SALLY easily found when doing 
research. With modern reader-print-
ers it is possible to read microform 
without eyestrain and to carry away 
a dry paper copy of your research 
results. 
Reference collection shortcuts 
U.N. Law Library collection: 
This set contains United Nations 
documents from the founding of 
the U.N. in 1945 to the present day. 
These include printed documents 
and Official Records of the principal 
organs: the General Assembly, the 
Security Council, the Economic and 
Social Council, and the Trusteeship 
Council, and a special series of U.N. 
documents in the areas of human 
rights , trade and development, and 
disarmament. 
Native American legal materi-
als: Supplemented with a set of 
tribal constitutions and law codes of 
approximately 56 tribes, this valu-
able collection of research materials 
includes the fields of Native 
American law, history and policy. 
Canon law collection: If you 
want to study what part canon law 
played in the development of civil 








very likely to 
be puzzled 
by legalese. 
To find your way around n this new 
land of law, the following reference 
books are indispensable. The law 
dictionaries, such as the Black's Law 
Dictionary and the Ballentine' Law 
Dictionary, are essential sources for 
legal definitions. Foreign students 
may use one of the LRC's many for-
eign language and multilingual law 
dictionaries for legal expressions in 
languages other than English. Legal 
thesauri provide synonyms to a 
legal concept and can aid you in 
selecting more appropriate terms in 
legal research. 
A dictionary of legal abbrevia-
tions like Bieber's Dictionary of . 
Legal Citations offers useful clues to 
decipher the secret coding of legal 
shorthand. If you don't know how 
to cite statutes, case.s or law 
reviews, the Bluebook - A 
Uniform System of Citation - is a 
most accepted guide to citation and 
is required for most law school writ-
ing. When a citation guide is not 
specified, the Maroon Book - 1be 
University of Chicago Manual of 
Legal Citation - is an alternative 
providing simplified and more mod-
ern approaches. Some California 
courts prefer the California Style 
Manual in citing legal materials 
while Li's Electronic Style provides 
useful guidelines to citing electronic 
information. 
For unseasoned researchers, 
legal research can be a nightmare. 
Long hours spent in searching and 
digging may not yield desired 
results. The reference collection 
offers short cuts in research. For 
some issues, you can find the 
research already done by others and 
update it yourself. For instance, the 
printed or computerized index of 
legal periodicals, though considered 
as secondary sources, often provide 
overviews of specific topics and list 
references to primary sources that 
are often difficult to find by using a 
statute index or a case.digest. You 
may use the articles as a reference 
source to begin your research, but 
always watch out for possible biases 
of the authors. 
Though the scope of information 
embraced by the reference collec-
tion seems intimidating, the collec-
tion itself is very srnall. Please 
come and browse our reference col-
lection and talk to the reference 
librarians . . Both the collection and 
these reference experts will make 
your law school days a little easier. 
4 LRC INSERT 
What's new in the LRC? 
New books received 
Compiled by 
FRANKLIN A. WESTON 
Senior Reference Librarian 
DLENKINSOPP, JOSEPH. Wisdom 
and Law in the Old 
Testament; The Ordering of 
Life in Israel and Early 
Judaism. Revised Edition. 
Traces the course of two related 
key streams of tradition - law 
and wisdom - to demonstrate 
their essential lines of continuity 
with classical Jewish thought 
and early Christian theology. 
DOYLE, JAMES. Shamans, 
Software, and Spleens; Law 
and the ConstrUctton of the 
Information Society. Takes a 
timely look at the problems 
posed by the information soci-
ety by discussing topics ranging 
from blackmail and insider trad-
ing to artificial intelligence. 
CANE, PETER. Tort Law and 
Economic Interests, 2nd edi-
tion. Focuses on the way in 
which the law of torts protects 
financial assets such as money, 
property, and contracts. 
CARMAN, JOHN. Valuing Ancient 
Things;_ Archaeology and 
Law. Explores the relationship 
between archaeology and law, 
and challenges the common 
assumption that preservation by 
law is simply a matter of prag-
matics. 
COMPA, LANCE A. Human 
Rights, Labor Rights, and 
International Trade. Provides 
a comprehensive view of labor 
rights in the international trade 
system and the avenues open to 
worker rights claims in the glob-
al economy under human rights 
instruments, U.S. trade laws, 
free trade agreements, labor 
rights litigation, and corporate 
codes of conduct. 
DREISBACH, DANIEL L. Religion 
and Politics in the Early 
Republic; jasper Adams and 
the Church-State Debate. 
Argues that the issues in our 
current debate were framed in 
earlier centuries by documents 
that are crucial to an under-




GOLDSTEIN, ROBERT JUSTIN. 
Burning the Flag; The Great 
1989-1990 American Flag 
Desecration Controversy. 
Brings together the disciplines 
of law, journalism, political sci-
ence, and history to explain and 
place the development of the 
flag burning controversy in its 
full context. 
GOODRICH, PETER. Law in the 
Courts of Love; Literature 
and Other Minor 
jurisprudences. Traces the lit-
erary history and diversity of 
past legal systems by showing 
these "minor jurisprudences" 
range from the spiritual laws in 
the courts of 
conscience to 









Fired up about flag-
burning? Read 
Robert Goldstein's 
book about the 



















An Analytic riage, sexu-
ality, and law in 
Europe. 
medieval 
FRIEDMAN, LAWRENCE M. Legal 
Culture and the Legal 
Profession. Examines the suc-
cesses and the problems of the 
U.S. legal system, its impact on 
the broader culture, and the 
spread of American legal culture 
Reconstruction. Presents an 
incisive, new analysis of the 
central themes and relevant 
texts in the Summa 1beologiae 
which became the classical 
canon for natural law, and dis-
cusses Aquinas's view of ethical 
naturalism within the context of 
the contemporary- revival and 
recovery of Aristotelian ethics, 
arguing that Aquinas is funda-
mentally Aristotelian in the 
foundations of his moral theory. 
POPPLE, ]AMES. A Pragmatic 
Legal Expert System. Argues 
that a complex model of legal 
reasoning in unnecessary and . 
advocates a simpler, pragmatic 
approach that simulates a 




what sense legal interpretation 
can be objective. 
STEINER, HENRY]. International 
Human Rights in Context: 
Law, Politics, Morals. 
Introduces the reader to those 
characteristics and topics of 
public international law that are 



















drama of the 
International law 
enthusiasts should 
check out the new 
books by Lance 
Compo and Henry 
Steiner. 
Explores the 










h a v e 
embraced 
frantic litiga-
tion against the New York Times 
by use of new evidence in court 
documents, the Nixon archives, 
and personal interviews. 
SAUDER, ROBERT A. The Lost 
Frontier; Water Diversion in 
the Growth and Destruction 
of Owens Valley Agriculture. 
Examines details of the Owens 
Valley's overlooked past -
where the early pioneers came 
from, how they farmed and sur-
vived in this isolated arid envi-
ronment - to provide insight 
into the processes, patterns, 
hardships, and adjustments 
associated with colonizing this 
arid frontier. 
STAVROPOULOS, NICOS. 
Objectivity in Law. Questions 
the objectivity in legal interpreta-




WALKOWSKI, PAUL]. From Trial 
Court to the United States 
Supreme Court; Anatomy of a 
Free Speech Case. Provides 
the details and background of 
the free speech trial in the 
Supreme Court on the First 
Amendment Boston parade case 
in 1995. 
WIETHOFF, WILLIAM E. . A 
Peculiar Humanism; The 
judicial Advocacy of Slavery 
in High Courts of the Old 
South, 1820-1850. Assesses 
the use of judicial oratory in 
reviewing slave cases and the 
struggle to fashion a humanist 
jurisprudence on slavery despite 
the customary restraints placed 
on judicial advocacy. fJ 
The "back room" mystery: the LRC's 
Technical Services Division 
ordered appear in SALLY; the sta-
tus box on the screen for the item 
will state that the item was 
ordered and the date it was 
ordered. Once the item has been 
received, the status box will state 
that the item is being processed. 
If you need an item that SALLY 
says is "in process," please contact 
a reference librarian. After the 
item is cataloged and made ;ivail-
able, the status box will give the 
location, call number, and avail-
ability of the item. 
By" LOREN STAMPER, Head ofTeclmical 
Services, and MARGARET McDONALD, 
Technical Services Librarian 
Every library has a seemingly 
mysterious back room where 
arcane rituals occur out of sight of 
library users. Our back room 
offers a number of work-study 
jobs for students and handles 
operations vital to the functioning 
of a modern law library. 
Despite rumors, there has 
never been a human sacrifice or a 
black candle burned behind the 
doors of the Technical Services 
Division, located in room 114 (the 
"back room"), near the Circulation 
Department. Rather, the Technical 
Services Division knows all about 
the importance of currency in 
legal research and is working to 
provide the most up-to-date 
access to the LRC collection and 
to ensure the availability of the 
latest materials. 
Technical Services is responsi-
ble for ordering, receiving, cata-
loging, and processing all library 
m~terials, whether books, micro-
forms, videos, or CD-ROM disks. 
All these activities are geared 
toward keeping the library's on-
line catalog, SALLY, up to date, so 
that students and faculty have 
access to the most current infor-
mation about our collection. 
By using SALLY, you can find 
out if a new book is on order, if 
we have received the latest issue 
of your favorite legal ·newspaper 
or journal, or if a particular gov-
ernment document is available on 
microform. 
Technical Services is made up 
of four units: the acquisitions, 
cataloging, serials, and processing 
units . Items which have been 
Student suggestions for new 
acquisitions are welcomed. Use 
the SALLY "Information" option to 
leave your suggestions on-line, or 
drop a note in the LRC suggestion 
box. fJ 
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